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We need to consider HOW and WHY we use AI systems 
and long term consequences

WHAT IS DESKILLING? LEARNING FROM 
OTHER SECTORS

IS IT A CONCERN FOR 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS?

WHAT CAN WE DO?



Could we place a cap on developing and current 
expertise?

model

junior physicians

senior physicians

If the junior physicians 
are trained using AI will 
they ever achieve the 
skill of the experienced 
physician?

Are they acquiring own 
knowledge while using 
the system?

Evaluation and accurate diagnoses of pediatric diseases using artificial intelligence | Nature Medicine Automation in Surgery: The Surgeons' 
Perspective on Human Factors Issues of 
Image-Guided Navigation (core.ac.uk)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-018-0335-9
https://core.ac.uk/download/188355992.pdf?msclkid=44776064b19d11ec95aa5bbfa29d4ef2
https://core.ac.uk/download/188355992.pdf?msclkid=44776064b19d11ec95aa5bbfa29d4ef2
https://core.ac.uk/download/188355992.pdf?msclkid=44776064b19d11ec95aa5bbfa29d4ef2


Could AI make clinicians lose or never gain expertise?

What is automation-induced skills fade? 

• This is the attenuation of skills and expertise over time due to reliance on automation or the failure to 
attain expertise due to automation dependent learning. 

• This can relate to knowledge acquisition and manual skill. 
• It is an unintended consequence that occurs slowly over time and often only becomes apparent in unusual 

or crisis situations where there is failure of the AI system or failure in human interaction.

Principle 7: Data Transparency

• Consider how the introduction of AI will change relationships in health and care provision, and the 
implications of these changes for responsibility and liability. Use current best practice on how to explain 
algorithms to those taking actions based on their outputs.

A guide to good practice for digital and data-driven health technologies - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/code-of-conduct-for-data-driven-health-and-care-technology/initial-code-of-conduct-for-data-driven-health-and-care-technology?msclkid=d28292beb12c11ec82d9823a02d9a07d


January 4, 2013 : Federal Aviation Administration 
published a Safety Alert for Operators #13002 (FAA):

“ This SAFO encourages operators to promote manual 
flight operations when appropriate”

The report stated that overuse of automation led to “a 
degradation of the pilot’s ability to quickly recover the 
aircraft from an undesired state”

Colgan airflight 3407  crash on  February 12, 2009 
“probable cause to be the pilots' inappropriate response 
to the stall warnings.” – killed 50 people

Similar incidence have occurred e.g.  Air France A330 May 
31 2009 – killed 228 people due to “loss of situational 
awareness”

Glass Cage, Nicolas Carr, 2015
Colgan Air Flight 3407 - Wikipedia

Examples are more overt in aviation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colgan_Air_Flight_3407?msclkid=3dd20be7b12511ecaff1be1d2a5a445e


Child welfare 
algortims – 
automated 
inequality

Examples in social care:

Also examples in accountancy and auditing



Do we need to consider possibility of deskilling in 
healthcare?



In healthcare: different deskilling outcomes for novices, 
non-specialists and experts

• “The Google study found that AI 
performed better than radiologists who 
were not specifically trained in examining 
mammograms. 

Would it come out on top against a team 
of more specialized experts? It’s hard to 
say without a trial.”

• Also provided interesting insight into role 
of second reader

International evaluation of an AI system for breast 
cancer screening | Nature 2019Artificial Intelligence Makes Bad Medicine Even Worse | WIRED 

2020

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1799-6.epdf?sharing_token=KJNHz12FT9kBxfPzlmbiV9RgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0M5zwPVx5jT4z_z-YkUZTBTbM27UWphyoF6vHoR667kKoubdmNwxCHpiD3DPblfxfv5YB-0HmyydEMzB5JZu1tl4KrTmy2G2U4LTpZfq-S2UrXg2F9q__2EDJL-Y9xrP_JnT3bs8jxExrxCe1Wrpn8IkziQGgonQUysIDVUQaAnkE7_JAcZyeryQUUjaIWNdC263CRwvM-mc7EvKdqrYmNwDcK0jJOTObD9SNVCguZB413rV7nLbk-yDFUdFWNl6uo%3D&tracking_referrer=www.wired.com
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1799-6.epdf?sharing_token=KJNHz12FT9kBxfPzlmbiV9RgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0M5zwPVx5jT4z_z-YkUZTBTbM27UWphyoF6vHoR667kKoubdmNwxCHpiD3DPblfxfv5YB-0HmyydEMzB5JZu1tl4KrTmy2G2U4LTpZfq-S2UrXg2F9q__2EDJL-Y9xrP_JnT3bs8jxExrxCe1Wrpn8IkziQGgonQUysIDVUQaAnkE7_JAcZyeryQUUjaIWNdC263CRwvM-mc7EvKdqrYmNwDcK0jJOTObD9SNVCguZB413rV7nLbk-yDFUdFWNl6uo%3D&tracking_referrer=www.wired.com
https://www.wired.com/story/artificial-intelligence-makes-bad-medicine-even-worse/


Example of automation bias and impact on novices 
versus experts:

• 2013 article showed automation bias in radiologists looking at mammograms was greater than thought  

• For novice readers computer-aided detection improved the reliability for easy cases. 

• However, it degrades the experts ability to evaluate difficult cases and thus overlooks certain cancers.
How to Discriminate between Computer-Aided and Computer-Hindered Decisions: A Case Study in Mammography – 
Andrey A. Povyakalo, Eugenio Alberdi, Lorenzo Strigini, Peter Ayton, 2013 (sage pub.com)

Raises questions of accountability

Artificial Intelligence in Screening Mammography: A Population Survey of Women’s Preferences - Journal of the American College of Radiology (jacr.org)

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0272989X12465490?url_ver=Z39.88-2003&rfr_id=ori:rid:crossref.org&rfr_dat=cr_pub%20%200pubmed
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0272989X12465490?url_ver=Z39.88-2003&rfr_id=ori:rid:crossref.org&rfr_dat=cr_pub%20%200pubmed
https://www.jacr.org/article/S1546-1440(20)30989-3/fulltext


Just a thought regarding algorithmic bias and deskilling

• Could deskilling exhibit biases in terms of 
one group more impacted than another?

Cutting Edge VR - Tech Trends

https://techtrends.tech/tech-trends/cutting-edge-vr/


• Undergraduate training and professional development on 
AI assisted diagnostics and predictions

• Consider training regarding manual skills and unassisted 
decision making, particularly in crisis situations.

• Decision-making autonomy for clinical staff and 
diagnosing FIRST

• Utilise expertise in HCI and knowledge acquisition to 
help design interfaces and working practices.

• Real world monitoring of working protocols and AI 
system performance 

• Monitoring for deskilling and implementation of guidance 
and operational processes to minimise impact. 

A guide to good practice for digital and data-driven 
health technologies



Thank you for listening

Dr Allison Gardner
@AllisonCGardner     a.gardner@keele.ac.uk

“The knowledge is not ‘lost’–it lives on in the few remaining specialists and researchers 
and in a database—but it is no longer being added to”
 (Froomkin, Kerr and Pineau, 2018)


